### Single Degrees

**BSc (Hons)**
- Computing Science: **G400**
- Software Engineering: **G430**
- Computing Science (Faster route): **3N7R**
- Software Engineering (Faster route): **0P31**

**MSci**
- Computing Science: **G402**
- Software Engineering: **G610**
- Software Engineering with Work Placement: **I300**
- Computing Science (Faster route): **7G3F**
- Software Engineering (Faster route): **0VB3**
- Software Engineering with Work Placement (Faster Route): **I301**

### Joint/Combined Degrees

**BEng**
- Electronic & Software Engineering: **GHP6**

**BSc (Hons)**
- Electronic & Software Engineering: **GH66**
- Computing Science/Business & Management: **NG24**
- Computing Science/Geography: **FG84**
- Computing Science/Mathematics: **GGK1**
- Computing Science/Physics: **FG34**
- Computing Science/Psychology: **CG84**
- Computing Science/Statistics: **GG34**

**MSci**
- Computing Science/Mathematics: **GG4C**
- Computing Science/Physics: **IF13**

**MEng**
- Electronic & Software Engineering: **HG66**

**MA**
- Computing Science Classics: **GQ48**
- Computing Science/English Language: **GQ4J**
- Computing Science/English Literature: **GQ4H**
- Computing Science/French: **GR41**
- Computing Science/Greek: **GQ47**
- Computing Science/History of Art: **GVK3**
- Computing Science/Latin: **GQ46**
- Computing Science/Music: **GW43**
- Computing Science/Theatre Studies: **GW44**
- Computing Science/Theology & Religious Studies: **VG64**
- Computing Science/Business & Management: **GN42**
- Computing Science/Economic & Social History: **VG34**
- Computing Science/Politics: **LG24**